Date: 12 April 2017

I. Call To Order by Speaker Spears at 6:00 pm
II. Roll Call

III. Special Orders
   a. National Anthem
   b. ECU Alma Mater
   c. Pledge of Allegiance
   d. Areas of Distinction-Chris Stansbury
   e. Remarks by Laquon Rogers/Oaths of Office
      i. Member that were not present at the banquet came up to be sworn in
   f. Confirmations of Director Nominees
      i. Rep Creef - Treasurer
         1. 2 years experience as a financial advisor, passion for finance and ECU
            a. Rep. Marinello motions to nominate
               i. Rep. Rhodes seconds
                  1. Rep. Bland rises in favor
                     a. Rep. Creef is confirmed by Assembly vote
      ii. Rep Ahmed-Director of University Affairs
         1. Wants to grow into a better person, was apart of multiple committees at USF,
            wants the student body to have a voice
            a. Confirmed by Assembly vote
      iii. Rep Beamon- Local and State affairs
         1. Beamon not here
         2. Smith speaks on his behalf, he was involved in the city council and local affairs in
            Greenville, NC
            a. Wyatt ask why couldn’t he be here, Rogers states he has class
            i. Confirmed by Assembly vote
      iv. Rep Sefter-Market and Communications
         1. a lot of experience in communication, managed marketing communications for a
            non-profit organization, still serves a seasonal position
         2. Rep. Vaughn ask if she has prior SGA experience
            a. Rep Sefter replies “Feed and Read”
         4. Confirmed by Assembly vote
      v. Rep Hunter- Academic Affairs
         1. Translate work from last year and will continue work from last committee from
            an academic standpoint
         2. Confirmed by Assembly vote
      vi. Rep Mishra- Equity and Cultural Affairs
         1. Executive board of She’s the First, involved in supporting refugees abroad,
            worked with staff on sexual assault
         2. Asked if worked for the LGBT community
            a. Confirmed that she has work with the LGBT community
3. Confirmed by Assembly vote

vii. Rep Long - Community Outreach
1. Involved in BSU, NAACP, military experience, goal is to be a politician
2. Experience in community worked with the Boys and Girls club
3. Plans on working with veterans
4. Abrams says he has only been at ECU one semester
   a. Rep Bland POI
      i. Question period is over
5. Call for division vote
   a. Confirmed by Assembly vote

viii. Rep Disano - First Year Programs
1. Met Collin Powell in DC
2. Feels that shipmates in the source of SGA
   a. Rep. Abrams rises in favor
   b. Rep. Bland rises in favor
3. Confirmed by Assembly vote

ix. Rep Panarusky - ASG Liaison
1. Experience with Exec Cabinet
2. Experience in ASG
3. Rep Bland ask if Panarusky will be present at this month’s meeting
   a. Rep Panarusky says yes
4. Wyatt rises in favor
5. POI by Rep Panarusky
   a. Non-standing directors are not voted in
      i. Hank wants to double check
         1. Wyatt says that constitution is not up to date, Assembly will have to vote
      a. Voted by assembly confirmed

  g. Beasley-Non standing Research and Engagement
     i. Working on PHD
     ii. Align assembly with Chancellor’s agenda
     iii. Wyatt point of order there will be no debate
     iv. Called back up for voting
     v. Wyatt rises in favor of appointment
     vi. Rhodes rises against
     vii. Confirmed by Assembly vote

  h. Trianna - Chief of Staff
     i. Emphasizes importance of Chief of Staff
     ii. Involved in organizations and has learned how to manage time
     iii. Rep Rhodes POI states assembly voted against it
     iv. VP Smith clarifies that legislation can be bought up again and position is bought up as non standing
     v. Spears makes point that non-standing directors need to get voted on
     vi. Troy ask if he insures that there will be scantrons and blue books
     vii. Moves to debate
viii. Voted by Assembly-confirmed

i. Elections for Attorney General
   i. Representative Sefter nominates Representative Dale
      1. Representative (name not known) seconds
      2. Rep Dale states that he served on student conduct board
   ii. Rep Bland nominates Representative Small
   iii. Representative Huber nominates Abrams
   iv. Representative Bland moves to end the nomination period
      1. Rep Creef seconds
   v. Speaker Spear moves to further debate
      1. Rep Bland speaks on behalf of Rep Smalls and Rep Abrams
         a. Rep Smalls researched the student code of conduct
            i. Rep Abrams states that serving on the board is invaluable to position
               1. Rep Witzel stands in favor of Smalls
               2. Beasley stand in favor in Abrams
               3. Rep Rhodes stands in favor of Abrams
               4. Rep Disano stands in favor of Abrams
            2. Spear moves to secret ballot vote
               a. Rep Abrams is confirmed as attorney general

j. Elections for Speaker
   i. Rep Armstrong nominates Rep Hobbs
   ii. Rep Panarusky nominates Rep Nance
   iii. VP Smith raises POI
      1. Emphasizes speaker picks secretary
   iv. Spears moves to debate
      1. Rep Creef rise in favor of Nance
      2. Rep Rhodes rise in favor of Nance
      3. Rep Marinello rise in favor of Nance
   v. Spear moves to a secret ballot vote
      1. Nance is confirmed as Speaker
         a. Appoints Jeffreys as Secretary
            i. Spear moves to debate
               1. Wyatt speaks in favor of Jeffreys
               2. Troy speaks in favor of Jeffreys
         b. Rep. Jeffreys is confirmed as Secretary by Assembly

IV. Old Business
   a. Former Attorney Wyatt Bland general will nominate
      i. 2 people from medical school nominated
      ii. motion to approve nomination by Ryan
         1. seconded by Representative Rhodes
            a. Representative Nance moves to approve nomination
            b. Vice President Smith move to suspend debate

V. New Business
   a. None
VI. Anouncements
   a. Research for Senior Honors Capstone project
   b. Introduces research on regression analysis on how students learn
   c. Wants to set up courses across campus, wants to submit research to SGA, wants to grant proposals to SGA
      i. Rep Bland suggest to bring this to Academic Affairs
      ii. Rep. Beasley supports idea
      iii. Rep. Hunter supports ides
   d. Michelle
      i. Wants assembly for SGA to sign up for relay for life
   e. Rep. Hurley
      i. Be on lookout for clinic in Greenville
      ii. Has an area to collect shoes
      iii. Looking for volunteers to help with the clinic in augus
   f. Rep. Rogers
      i. No meeting next week
      ii. Retreat for new assembly on August 19th, food will be provided
      iii. Chancellor’s round table to discuss what needs to be changed, needs SGA to submit questions
   g. Rep. Allen
      i. Emphasized that Assembly members are all friends, says that it is okay to say yes and no, looks forward to a great year
      ii. Wants SGA to participate in medical research
   h. VP Smith
      i. Wants assembly to remember why they are here and not let personal feelings get in the way
   i. Spears
      i. New assembly members will be back in the great rooms in Mendenhall

VII. Adjournment
   a. Rep Bland moves to adjourn
      i. Seconded by unknown Meeting adjourns at 7:44 p.m.